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MATF]RIAL SCIE\CE AND STRF]\GI'IT OF MATERIALS

lTime: 3 hours

(\4aximum marks: 100)

PART -- A
(Maximum marks: 10)

' 
Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

1. Define arurealing,

2. Write the principal constituent in gm metal'

3. Define centre of gravitY.

4. Define fi.rllering.

5. Define Bending moment diagnm- (5x2=10)

PART - B

Maximum marks: 30)

II Answer any.five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Differentiate tempering and hardening.

2. Explain the different allotropic forms of iron'

3. Find the cenrre of gqvity of a T-section with flange 150 x l0 mm and web

also 150 x l0 mm

4. State the laws of static friction.

5. What are the advantages of welded joints over riveted joints.

6. Draw the SFD and BMD for a Simply supported beam with UDL tlroughout

the entire sPan.

7. Write down the assumptions of the theory of pure bending' 
(5x6=30)
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PAR'I'- C]

Maximum marks: 60)

(Answer one fullquestion from each unit. tjach full question carries 15 marks')

Uxrr -- I

(a) Describe mechanism of grain fbrmation'

(b) I-ist any seven obiectives of heat ffeatment'

Marks

II

8IV

q

7

On

(a) Explain the need for alloying and uses of alloy steels in automobiles.

(b) Compare thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics'

Urrr - II

(a) A body of weight 600 N is lying on a rough plane inclined at an angle of 22"

with the horizontal. It is supported by an effort 'P' parallel to the plane.

Determine the minimum and maximum values of 'P' for an equilibrium conditicln.
'lake angle of friction is 20o.

(b) Illustrate parallel axis theorem and perpendicular axis theorem.

On

VI (a) Derive the equation for Moment of inertia of a Triangular section about the

Centroidal Axis.

(b) Illwtate :

(r) Co-efficient of Friction

(ii) Angle of ftction
(iii) Cone of friction

Uxrr -- III

VII (a) (i) Write short notes on :

(A) Size of weld (B) Throat thickness

(ii) A 90 mm diameter pipe contain a fluid under a pressure of 250 Nimm2.
If the safe stress in tension is 1000 N/mm2, find the thickness of the pipe.

. (b) A tie bar l00mm x l0mm thick carrying a load of 144 KI{ is to be connected
to another plate with 6mm fillet weld on all the four sides as shown below
Find the necessary overlap of the joint if allowable stress in the end fillet and
side fillet are 110MPa and 80MPa respectively.

On

8
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VIII

J

Marks
(a) Draw and exprain the stress-strain diagram of a mild steer specimen. g
(b) A single riveted rap joinr is made in 12 mm thick plates with 22mm diameterrivets. Determine the strength of the riveted joint, if the pitch of the rivets is60 mm. Take-alrowabre stress in shearing u, oo vpu, in bearing as 150 Mpaand in tearing as g0 Mpa respectively. oD rJV ivrra 

7

Usn __- IV
(a) A simply supported beam AB 6m long is loaded as shown below. construct

the SFD & BMD for the beam and also find the position and value of the
maximum bending moment.

x

12

(b) A circular shaft of 50mm diameter is running at 200rpm. If the shear stress is
not to exceed 50MPa" find the torque transmitted by the shaft.

On

(a) Narrate the steps and sign convention adopted while drawing shear force and
bending moment diagrams.

(b) A rectangular beim 60mm wide and 150 mm deep is simply supported over a
span of 4m. If the beam is subjected to a uifonnly disfributed load of 4.5 KN/m
find the maximum bendins sfess induced in the beam.
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